8 141 edge, mutilated, peduncle and trailing edge; with the latter subdivided into entire, low, mid or 142 upper third (adapted from [26] ). As many features as possible were used to confirm matches 143 and to reduce the possibility of false positives only long lasting markings were considered [1] .
144 Two different experienced researchers visually compared photographs from each category to 145 avoid misidentification of individuals (first within the same category and subsequently between 146 categories where required).
148
New identifications and discovery curve 149 To evaluate whether the population had been sampled comprehensively, the cumulative 150 number of newly identified individuals was plotted over time in a discovery curve. If a 151 discovery curve reaches an asymptote, this indicates that the whole population has been 152 identified and that it is likely to be a closed population with no immigration or emigration (e.g.
[1]
). The discovery curve of an open population (births, deaths, immigration or emigration 154 occurs) is not likely to reach an asymptote (e.g. [20] 
207 where n is the total number of animals from which ɵ was estimated [1]. Confidence intervals 208 for N̂ total assumed that the error distribution was the same as that of the mark-recapture 230 The discovery curve never reached an asymptote (Fig 2) . New individuals were thus still being 231 identified towards the end of the study period, suggesting either that the population is open or 232 that not all individuals of a closed population had been identified. 
